We develop a method for detecting errors in semantic predicate-argument annotation, based on the variation n-gram error detection method. After establishing an appropriate data representation, we detect inconsistencies by searching for identical text with varying annotation. By remaining data-driven, we are able to detect inconsistencies arising from errors at lower layers of annotation.
Introduction and Motivation
Corpora with semantic annotation (e.g., Baker et al., 1998; Palmer et al., 2005; Burchardt et al., 2006; Taulé et al., 2005) are becoming increasingly relevant in natural language processing. Semantic role labeling-used for tasks such as information extraction (e.g., Surdeanu et al., 2003) , machine translation (e.g., Komachi et al., 2006) , and question answering (e.g., Narayanan and Harabagiu, 2004 )-requires corpora annotated with predicate-argument structure for training and testing data (see, e.g., Carreras and Màrquez, 2005; Carreras and Màrquez, 2004; Gildea and Jurafsky, 2002; Xue and Palmer, 2004; Toutanova et al., 2005; Pradhan et al., 2005) . Not only, then, are there clear applications for predicate-argument structure, but as semantically-annotated corpora are generally built on top of syntactic annotation, such corpora have enormous potential as sources of linguistic data for theoretical research. However, annotating semantic corpora is non-trivial. Given the difficulty of determining certain predicate-argument relations, e.g., modifier (ArgM) predications in the Proposition Bank (PropBank, Palmer et al., 2005) , and of selecting an underlying theory (see, e.g., Burchardt et al., 2006) , there is a need to support annotation endeavors by providing feedback on the annotation schemes. Relatedly, in the process of annotating the corpus, annotation may have been inconsistently applied, leading to errors. These errors can affect the annotation's uses: for other annotation types, errors can lower the performance of applications training on the corpora (e.g., van Halteren et al., 2001; Dickinson and Meurers, 2005b) , prompting workarounds to deal with noisy data (e.g., Hogan, 2007; Banko and Moore, 2004) . Moreover, we cannot accurately evaluate technology using a corpus with a significant number of errors as the "gold standard" (Padro and Marquez, 1998; Květǒn and Oliva, 2002) . Furthermore, given that semantic annotation has generally been built on top of POS and syntactic layers of annotation, it is important to see how the layers interact, especially in terms of errors in one layer affecting another. Thus, there is a need to investigate the quality of annotation in semantically-annotated corpora. While previous research has detected errors in part-ofspeech and syntactically-annotated corpora (see Dickinson, 2005 , ch. 1), to our knowledge there has been no work on automatically detecting errors in semantically-annotated corpora in a corpus-independent way. Yet this is vitally important. On the one hand, as mentioned, it is important to detect errors, as they are detrimental to semantic role labeling tasks, and the process of error detection can provide feedback on the annotation scheme. On the other, investigating error detection for semantic annotation can provide insights into the use of this annotation. Additionally, it is important to know whether error detection methods will scale up to semantic annotation, as syntactic and semantic annotation seem to rely on different information. Thus, we develop an error detection method for semantic annotation, basing it on the variation n-gram method (Dickinson and Meurers, 2005a) . In section 2., we outline this method, which detects items occurring multiple times in the corpus with varying annotation, and in section 3. we discuss how to extend it to semantic annotation. Section 4. provides results showing the successfulness of this method.
Background
The variation n-gram method (Dickinson and Meurers, 2003a,b, 2005a) detects items occurring multiple times in the corpus with varying annotation, and these are the socalled variation nuclei. A nucleus with its repeated surrounding context is a variation n-gram. Variations in annotation are classified as errors or genuine ambiguities using a basic heuristic requiring at least one word of context on each side of the nucleus. Following Dickinson and Meurers (2003b) , we illustrate the variation n-gram approach using the Wall Street Journal in the Penn Treebank (Taylor et al., 2003) : the variation nucleus next Tuesday in the variation trigram maturity next Tuesday has a labeling error, being twice labeled NP and once PP. A bracketing error occurs for jolt last month from, as shown in Figure 1 : the variation nucleus last month occurs twice in this local context, once with the label NP and once as a non-constituent, which we represent with the special label NIL. The basic heuristic used to classify cases as errors or nonerrors requires one word of context around every word in the nucleus; this is referred to as the non-fringe heuristic, as no nucleus words are on the fringe of the n-gram. In Figure 1 , for example, the nucleus last month is surrounded by jolt and from in both corpus instances, indicating an error. Although Dickinson and Meurers (2003a) expand the context as far as possible ("trust long contexts"), Dickinson (2005) shows that using only local context results in (Mintz, 2003 (Mintz, , 2002 .
Detecting semantic annotation errors
Being data-driven, this method relies on a single mapping between text and annotation, but semantic annotation is made of non-uniform components. For each verb in PropBank, for example, the annotation contains: 1) the verb sense, 2) the span of each argument, and 3) argument label names. Identifying a verb sense, however, is a completely different task from identifying an argument. Semantic role labeling tasks have split predicate-argument annotation from verb sense tagging (e.g., Morante and van den Bosch, 2007) , and we follow that split. As the relations between the verb and its arguments are generally determined by local context, the method is most readily applicable to argument identification and labeling, and so we focus on that. Extending the work to verb sense inconsistency detection is left for future work. Consider example (1a) from PropBank: lending practices functions as the (non-agentive) subject of vary (Arg1); widely indicates the extent of the variation (Arg2-EXT); and by location is a modifier (ArgM) specifying the manner (MNR) of the action. The verb vary is annotated as having sense vary.01, but we ignore the sense and focus on the bracketing and labeling.
2 As can be seen, the representation is thus closely related to both constituency and dependency annotation.
(1) a. [ Arg1 lending practices] vary/vary.01
Given the different labeling of widely in (1b), we need some way to systematically find such variation.
Argument labeling variation
Although the corpus is indexed by each verb with all its arguments, we can view the annotation as consisting of multiple pairwise relations between a verb and a single argument. While the various arguments are not completely independent, they often have no bearing on each other. The manner adverbial by location in (1), for example, does not affect the annotation of lending practices. Thus, to adapt the variation n-gram method for predicate-argument annotation, we define a nucleus as consisting of both a verb and a single argument. The nuclei for this sentence, then, are: lending practices vary, vary widely, and vary by location. With this definition, semantic annotation involves potentially discontinuous elements (e.g., vary by location), prompting us to use the variation n-gram algorithm as developed for discontinuous syntactic constituency annotation (Dickinson and Meurers, 2005a) . To use this method, we have to map the nucleus to a label, and we can start by assigning each nucleus the argument label, e.g., Arg0, but this is not sufficient. A semantic "constituent" contains non-uniform elements, unlike a syntactic constituent, which-when no head is marked-is a single string where no member is more prominent than another. In principle, for semantic annotation, two identical strings could both have some label, but identify the argument differently. Thus, we include the position of the verb in the nucleus; e.g., the label of the nucleus vary widely in (1a) is ArgM-MNR-0. Actually, we put every verb position into the label, as both verbs and arguments can contain multiple, discontinuous elements: the verb can wrap around the argument (pick it up) or the argument can wrap around the verb (see Babko-Malaya, 2005, p. 20) . Although variation in identification of the verb is unlikely, this data representation ensures completeness of the method.
Argument identification variation
While using this representation for the variation n-gram method will find errors in labeling (e.g., Arg0 vs. Arg1), we also want to find errors where an argument has gone unidentified, or covers a different stretch of comparable text in another part of the corpus. Following Dickinson and Meurers (2005a) , we represent a string not labeled as an argument by assigning it the label NIL. We are only interested in NIL strings which are identical to previously-identified verb-argument pairs, and so we use the techniques in Dickinson and Meurers (2005a) to efficiently find such NIL strings. We can see an example in (2): in (2a), net income in its first half rose is annotated as Arg1-6, whereas in (2b) it is not completely annotated as an argument and thus receives the label NIL.
3 This allows us to spot inconsistency in the corpus annotation. As we will see in section 4., many of these variations in NIL strings are rooted in errors in lower layers of annotation.
(2) a. [ Arg1 net income in its first half] rose 59 % b. [ Arg1 net income] in its first half rose 8.9 % Finally, because we want to cover every verb and its potential arguments, we have to deal with cases where the verb contains more than one element, i.e., variation in phrasal verb (PV) identification. Although not annotated as such, the particle is implicitly an argument of the verb, and we thus created a special relation to capture these cases. For example, the particle verb combination get back is re-coded as a PV relation between get and back, as in (3a), and we can thus find instances of get back annotated differently, as in (3b).
(3) a. we could get [ P V back] to investing b. an excuse for people to get [ ArgM −ADV back] to reality
Heuristics for disambiguating strings
The method as outlined so far generates far too many false positives, especially given the great number of discontinuous NIL strings which are clearly not comparable. To narrow our search for comparable strings, we need some contextual information. As a simple way to identify errors, we can require one word of identical context to surround every word in the variation nucleus in order to flag it as a potential error (Dickinson and Meurers, 2005a) . This "shortest non-fringe" heuristic, however, is rather strict. Thus, in order to increase recall, we experiment with another heuristic. Since we are dealing with errors in the relation between the verb and the argument, we have to ask what is the most crucial information. Recall that there are really two potential ways that something can be erroneous: an error in the labeling (or non-labeling) of the argument, or an error in the identification of the argument. The identification of the verb is not really a major issue, given that verbs are generally only a single word and that they drive the analysis. Thus, the context surrounding the argument is more important. Indeed, once we know the verb and the (supposed) argument, we can wonder whether any context around the verb is necessary; knowing that it is potentially related to the argument may be sufficient. In (4), for example, the nucleus substantially reduce does not depend on what follows the verb; the relation between the verb and the argument is context enough. Likewise, what kind of court ruling in (5) is at issue is not important to determining whether court is an argument of ruling (5a) or not (5b).
(5) a. from a [ Arg0 court] ruling on a tax dispute b. stems from a court ruling that *T* found ...
As for argument context, consider (6) 4 : in (6a), officials has no modifier, but in (6b) it does, making it a different argument. Thus, we need identical context around the argument to avoid false positives in argument identification.
b.
4 *T*, *, and 0 refer to empty elements inserted by annotators. Thus, to increase recall, we require one word of context around the argument, but not the verb. We refer to this as the argument context heuristic. One final point is in order about the argument context heuristic. It is possible to find variation in identifying the verbal head of the semantic relationship, in which case it is not prima facie clear where to add additional context since we are only adding context around the argument. Our solution is to use the argument context heuristic for either potential arguments, and identify the one which still results in variation. For example, in (7), both continued and strengthening can be the verbal head, and so we search for context around either potential head. In this case, both have identical surrounding context, so the argument context heuristic identifies nothing more than the shortest non-fringe heuristic. In practice, this situation almost never occurs-in fact, this example is the only case out of 947 variations (see section 4.2.) where there is variation in identifying the verb. This example, however, points out one potentially useful quirk about our method-this variation occurs within the same sentence, i.e., for the same tokens. One might consider filtering these cases out from the method, but given the traditional assumption that only one element may be the head of a dependency, flagging these cases can highlight non-traditional aspects of the annotation scheme, and so we do nothing to remove them. While we would like to abstract the nucleus to even more general properties, e.g., POS categories (cf. Boyd et al., 2007) , given that the labeling is highly verb-dependent, we cannot abstract the verb to anything other than a lemma. That is, distributional categories even seem to be too coarse, although there might be more semantically meaningful abstractions to consider.
Evaluation
At least two major corpora with semantic predicateargument annotation are currently available for English: FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998) and PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005) . Both label verbs and their arguments, but one big difference between the corpora is the granularity, or specificity, of their semantic roles. FrameNet gives a specific name to each semantic role, such as Experiencer or Sender. PropBank, on the other hand, uses more generic labeling for its arguments, such as Arg0 and Arg1, as highly specific argument labels make semantic role labeling more difficult. Following research on semantic role labeling using PropBank as a data source (e.g., Pradhan et al., 2005; Toutanova et al., 2005; Xue and Palmer, 2004) , we use PropBank in our error detection work.
Annotation-specific issues
Before we turn to the results, we need to discuss the format of the annotation for our case study. First is the issue of function labels, or secondary predications, in PropBank. As described above, these labels indicate additional information about the argument's relation to the verb. For error detection for syntactic annotation on the Penn Treebank (Dickinson and Meurers, 2003b) , such function labels are removed from consideration. In that context, the removal of function labels was motivated by the fact that the variation nucleus contained no information about the word the constituent was dependent upon. We, however, retain function labels, or secondary predications, in the PropBank labels: our variation nucleus consists of a verb and its argument, giving the information we need to make a decision about the function. Secondly, PropBank uses null elements to encode non-local relations such as traces of movement and right node raising, as well as other complex linguistic phenomena. We opt for the simplest treatment here, filtering out any nuclei with null elements, to avoid positing variation between truly different arguments since null elements give no indication of the semantics (cf. Dickinson and Meurers, 2003b) . In the future, one could consider working through a chain of traces to get to the real words serving as a semantic argument, in cases where the anaphora relations are clearly laid out. Even if this is done, however, it is not clear how one is to treat the context, and thus we leave it for future work.
Results and insights
After removing null element nuclei, we find 43,825 variation nuclei, an enormous number of variations, most of which are acceptable, as the contexts are truly different. Requiring context surrounding the whole nucleus (i.e., the shortest non-fringe heuristic) results in 369 shortest nonfringe variation nuclei, but this reduces the variation set too much. While the precision is likely high, the recall can be improved. The expanded heuristic of only requiring a single word of context around the argument (the argument context heuristic) turns up 947 variation nuclei, increasing recall nearly threefold. Of the 947 variation nuclei, 835 cases involve argument identification variation, i.e., NIL labels, and only 127 feature variation between labels; 5 we discuss below the reasons for a higher number of identification inconsistencies. From this set of 947 variations, we sampled 100 cases, and we find that 69% point to errors, or inconsistencies. This heuristic thus successfully increases error detection recall, using only very simple pieces of information. The local context of the argument seems to be generally sufficient context, given that the verb is already known, and this expansion could thus potentially also be used for dependency annotation.
Discussion The method turns up many cases which raise issues for the annotation scheme, e.g., the determination of modifiers (ArgM), as in example (4) above, where substantially modifies reduce, but it is not clear exactly how. An overwhelming number of inconsistencies, however, arise from lower-layer annotation errors propagating to the PropBank layer, leading to erroneous NIL strings (i.e., argument identification inconsistencies). Only verbs are annotated in PropBank, but many words were inconsistently POS-annotated. For example, the phrase in (8) varies in the tagging of coming, between JJ (adjective) and VBG (-ing verb) , and every JJ case is left unmarked in PropBank, as in (8b), whereas the VBG cases have an argument, as in (8a). In fact, of the 69 inconsistent cases, a full 29 of them (42%) are due to erroneous POS annotation. (8) From this, we can see the dangers of building annotation on top of erroneous annotation: putting POS and syntactic annotation together, 61% of the inconsistencies (42/69) stem from erroneous annotation at lower levels. To detect these problematic cases, it is important to maintain a mapping directly from the data to the semantic annotation, i.e., not rely on syntactic or POS annotation. Being data-driven in this way thus nicely complements the techniques in BabkoMalaya et al. (2006) , which rely on detecting inconsistencies between syntactic and semantic annotation (cf. also Dickinson and Meurers, 2005b) , since our inconsistencies feature agreement between the layers of annotation. The method has its limitations, however, which we discuss here. First, some verbs are ambiguous in whether they take arguments and what type of arguments they take. For instance, have can be a main verb, as in (10a), which takes arguments, or an auxiliary, which does not, as in (10b), where the main verb expected takes the subject argument.
(10) a. Although it would decrease recall, the shortest non-fringe heuristic could successfully rule out many of these false positives, as it would in (12). A complete solution to these problems, however, requires significantly more technology than we employ. Yet, without such a solution, we still find a significant number of errors with good precision.
Summary and Outlook
We have investigated an approach to error detection for semantic annotation, which relies on identical text varying in annotation, and we have found the method to be quite successful. While the non-parallel nature of semantic annotation presented challenges, once we were able to define units of data for comparison, it was relatively straightforward to search for variation. Using a more relaxed heuristic resulted in a clear gain in error detection recall. We discovered in the process that many inconsistencies stemmed from erroneous annotation at lower layers. To validate the method further, one would want to test it on additional corpora. As mentioned above, a corpus such as FrameNet would be ideal, in order to determine the effect of more fine-grained distinctions in the set of argument labels. Another avenue of future research would be to increase recall, perhaps by using distributional categories instead of words (Boyd et al., 2007) . However, the nature of semantic annotation is such that POS tags are less informative for it than for syntactic annotation. More informative are the actual words involved in the semantic relations. In fact, it seems that only the heads of arguments are the relevant items for determining what the label is. Thus, to increase recall further for argument labeling error detection and to sidestep issues of ambiguous argument identification (as in (11)), one can consider using only the heads of arguments to see if they are consistently annotated. For example (11), for instance, the nucleus would be seeking buyer, highlighting that both cases should be Arg1, and bypassing issues of how the following PP should attach. Such an extension would also likely be more useful for identifying variation in sense annotation, as one could consider more arguments together.
